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Abstract
Distributed shared memory (DSM) is experiencing a resurgence with emerging fast network stacks. Caching, which is
still needed for reducing frequent remote access and balancing load, can incur high coherence overhead. In this paper,
we propose C ONCORDIA, a DSM with fast in-network cache
coherence backed by programmable switches. At the core of
C ONCORDIA is F LOW CC, a hybrid cache coherence protocol,
enabled by a collaborative effort from switches and servers.
Moreover, to overcome limitations of programmable switches,
we also introduce two techniques: (i) an ownership migration mechanism to address the problem of limited memory
capacity on switches and (ii) idempotent operations to handle
packet loss in the case that switches are stateful. To demonstrate C ONCORDIA’s practical benefits, we build a distributed
key-value store and a distributed graph engine on it, and port
a distributed transaction processing system to it. Evaluation
shows that C ONCORDIA obtains up to 4.2×, 2.3× and 2×
speedup over state-of-the-art DSMs on key-value store, graph
engine and transaction processing workloads, respectively.

1

Introduction

Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) enjoyed a short heyday
(circa early 1990s) by offering a unified global memory abstraction. Yet, it later failed to entertain a greater audience
due to the unsatisfying performance atop the low-speed network [28]. Recent advancement in high-performance network
technologies prompts a new look into DSM. With optimizations across the network stack (e.g., RDMA), the bandwidth
can now surge to 100Gbps or even 200Gbps [1], and the
latency drops to less than 2µs [14]. Researchers take this
opportunity to systematically rethink the DSM design and
have achieved a string of successes in both academia and
industry [4, 20, 47, 51, 61]. For example, Microsoft has developed FaRM [4], a fast RDMA-based DSM; on top of FaRM,
engineers have built key-value stores [25], distributed transaction engines [26, 59], and a graph database called A1 [19]
(A1 is used by Microsoft’s Bing search engine).
But there is still at least one more hurdle to cross: cache
coherence. Caching is still important to DSM for obtaining
competitive performance (e.g., local memory has 2-4× higher
throughput and 12× lower latency against RDMA [60])
and balancing load (e.g., caching the hot data to multiple
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servers [27]). Yet, distributed caching always comes with coherence, which is notorious for its complexity and overhead1 .
Specifically, coherence incurs excessive communication for
coordination, such as tracking cache copies’ distribution, invalidation and serializing conflicting requests (i.e., requests
targeting the same cache block), thereby severely impacting
the overall throughput. For example, even in the RDMAbased ccNUMA [27], introducing a slight dose of cache coherence by increasing the write ratio from 0 to 5% can reduce
the performance by 50%.
The advent of programmable switches has changed the
landscape of various classic system architectures [23, 33, 34,
38, 41, 42, 56, 57, 65, 67, 68]. Here, we argue that leveraging a customizable switch to reduce the overhead of cache
coherence in DSM is promising. First, since a switch is the
centralized hub of inter-server communication, reconfiguring
it to handle cache coherence can significantly reduce coordination between servers. Second, the latest switches can usually
process several billion packets per second, enabling them to
quickly handle coherence requests. Third, the switch owns an
on-chip memory, which allows storing cache block metadata
in the switch. Moreover, the on-chip memory can support
atomic read-modify-write operations [33], thereby easing the
effort to synchronize conflicting coherence requests.
However, simply shoehorning all cache coherence logic
into switches can be impractical. First, cache coherence protocols are too complicated for programmable switches [13, 35]
which only have limited expressive powers due to their restricted programming model and demanding timing requirements [49]. Second, the on-chip memory is usually small
(e.g., 10-20 MB), making it unlikely to accommodate the
metadata of the entire cache set. Third, failure handling can
be tricky. Cache coherence protocol generally uses a state
machine to perform the state transitions. Hence, if deployed
on switches, a common fault, such as a packet loss, could lead
a switch into an erroneous state (e.g., deadlock by repeated
locking due to retransmission).
In this paper, we present the C ONCORDIA, a highperformance rack-scale DSM with in-network cache coherence. The core of C ONCORDIA is F LOW CC (in-Flow Cache
Coherence), a cache coherence protocol that is jointly supported by switches and servers. In F LOW CC, switches, as
the data plane, serialize conflicting coherence requests and
1 “There

are only two hard things in Computer Science: cache invalidation and naming things.”—Phil Karlton
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multicast them to the destinations, reducing coordination between servers. Servers, on the other hand, act as the control
plane that performs state transitions and sends corresponding updates to switches. Specifically, we utilize the on-chip
memory to store metadata of cache blocks and implement
reader-writer locks for concurrency control.
C ONCORDIA also designs an ownership migration mechanism to manage the metadata of cache blocks. The mechanism moves the ownership of cache blocks between switches
and servers dynamically according to the coherence traffic,
namely only keeping the hot ones in the switches. To handle packet loss, we make all operations both in servers and
switches idempotent, guaranteeing exactly-once semantics.
We implement C ONCORDIA with Barefoot Tofino switches
and commodity servers and evaluate it with three real datacenter applications: distributed key-value storage, distributed
graph computation and distributed transaction processing. Experimental results show that C ONCORDIA obtains up to 4.2×,
2.3× and 2× speedup on key-value store, graph engine and
transaction processing, respectively, over two state-of-the-art
RDMA-based DSMs, Grappa [51] and GAM [20].
To sum up, we make the following contributions:
• We propose C ONCORDIA, a high-performance rackscale DSM that incorporates an in-network cache coherence protocol, namely F LOW CC.
• We design an ownership migration mechanism and idempotent operations to overcome the restriction of current
programmable switches.
• Evaluation shows that C ONCORDIA gains significant
performance improvement against two state-of-the-art
DSMs in various applications.

2

Background

In this section, we provide background on cache coherence
protocols and programmable switches.

2.1

Cache Coherence Protocols

Cache coherence protocols are studied extensively in both the
systems and architecture communities [50, 53]. We briefly
describe the two main protocol types used in DSMs below.
Directory-based protocols keep track of servers that hold
cache copies. Each data block has a home node2 that keeps
the states and locations of cache copies. The home node
updates and notifies the state of the data block to all cache
copies, and serializes conflicting cache coherence requests.
The limitation is that the home nodes induce extra round trips,
and the home nodes for hot data are under heavy load.
Snooping protocols do not keep track of cache copies. Instead, they broadcast cache coherence requests to all the
servers. The limitation is that the broadcast can easily overwhelm the network, and wastes the CPU cycles of servers
that do not contain the requested cache block. In addition,
2 In
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this paper, we use “server” and “node” interchangeably.
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Figure 1: Pipelines in Programmable Switches. In this figure, for
a packet whose type field is 0x11, the switch reduces its ttl (i.e.,
time to live) field via the first match-action table, and then updates
the register array ttl arr via the second table. The kth item in
ttl arr records the number of packets whose ttl field is k.

since ordered and reliable broadcast systems are equivalent
to consensus [24], it is intractable to coordinate conflicting
cache coherence requests in snooping protocols.

2.2

Programmable Switch

Emerging programmable switches like Barefoot Tofino [2]
provide programmable capacity. Such a switch follows reconfigurable match table (RMT) architecture [18] and usually has
multiple ingress and egress pipelines. Each pipeline contains
multiple stages, and packets are processed by these stages in
sequential order, as shown in Figure 1.
Developers can program three components for switches:
the parser, register arrays and match-action tables. The parser
defines packet formats. A register array is a collection of
memory items (e.g., tll arr in the Figure 1); we can read,
write, and conditionally update these items via index numbers
(i.e., positions). A match-action table specifies (i) a match
key from a set of packet fields (e.g., in the Figure 1, the type
field is the match key of both tables), and (ii) a set of actions,
each of which consists of instructions about modifying packet
fields and register arrays. A register array or match-action
table belongs to only one stage of a certain pipeline, which
can be specified by developers.
When a packet arrives at an ingress port, the parser analyzes
it and generates a packet header vector (PHV), which is a set
of header fields (e.g., UDP port). The PHV is then passed to
match-action tables in the ingress pipeline in a stage-by-stage
manner. If the specific fields of the PHV match an entry in
a match-action table, the corresponding action is executed.
Before leaving the ingress pipeline, the packet is reassembled by the deparser. Then there are two cases (realized by
setting a metadata field): ¶ the packet is resubmitted, i.e., it
re-enters the ingress pipeline. · the packet is switched to the
egress pipeline, experiencing processing similar to the ingress
pipeline, and it finally is emitted via an egress port.
We summarize two properties of an RMT pipeline, which
can simplify the design of stateful protocols in switches:
P1. Atomicity Property. Due to the pipelined architecture,
only one packet is processed in a stage at any time. In other
words, operations for multiple register arrays in the same
stage are atomic.
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P2. Ordering Property. Suppose there are two packets A, B,
and they are being processed in stage SA and SB , respectively.
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Figure 3: C ONCORDIA Overview. Global memory from all memory
nodes constitutes a logically unified address space (the dashed box).

This section revisits cache coherence under fast network environments via an experiment and discusses challenges in
designing an in-network cache coherence protocol.

loss. Existing in-network systems such as NetCache [34] and
NetChain [33] rely on client-side retries to address this problem. However, it is hard to guarantee exactly-once semantics
by simply retransmitting lost packets in DSMs, considering
that a cache coherence request always involves multiple round
trips and packets.

3.1

4

3

Motivation

Revisit Cache Coherence with Fast Network

To understand the performance impact of cache coherence,
we use a micro benchmark to evaluate GAM [20], a stateof-the-art RDMA-based DSM backed by a directory-based
protocol. In this benchmark, each node in the 8-node cluster
launches four threads to issue 8-byte write/read operations to
global memory with a write ratio of 50%. Here, we define
the sharing ratio as the percentage of operations that access
shared data. By varying the ratio from 0 (i.e., no sharing) to
20%, we can see, in Figure 2(a), that the throughput degrades
by 75%. Further, we collect the packets received and sent by
all nodes (Figure 2(b)). The number of packets across network
increases dramatically (up to 18×) when more data is shared
because of expensive distributed communication in cache
coherence protocols. From the benchmark, we conclude that
even with fast networks, existing cache coherence protocols
dramatically limit system performance.

3.2

Challenges

There are three challenges to design a fast cache coherence
protocol using programmable switches:
• The mismatch between the complexity of cache coherence protocols and the restricted expressive power of programmable switches. Existing cache coherence protocols are
intricate, because of complex state transitions in the face of
concurrent and asynchronous requests. However, the expressive power of programmable switches is limited: all procedures must be represented as match-action tables. Moreover,
the processing pipeline must meet the hardware resource and
timing requirements of switch ASICs [34]. For example, tables with dependencies must be placed in different stages.
• Limited switch memory capacity.
Current programmable switches have limited on-chip memory capacity
(10-20MB) [37]. Furthermore, we need to reserve some memory to serve normal network protocols. Thus, switches are
unable to manage the coherence of all cache blocks.
• Packet loss. Switch buffer overflow can cause packet

USENIX Association

C ONCORDIA Overview

C ONCORDIA is a rack-scale DSM that leverages programmable switches to accelerate cache coherence. Figure 3
shows its overview, which consists of a set of memory nodes,
a top-of-rack (ToR) switch, and a shadow node.
Memory nodes. Memory nodes run distributed applications
and provide memory for them. Each memory node divides
its DRAM into two parts: a global memory and a private
local write-back cache. The global memory from all memory nodes constitutes a logically unified 64-bit address space:
node id: 16-bit | offset: 48-bit ; each data block has a constant home node, which is specified by the node id field. The
local cache is organized in cache blocks, which are the unit
of data transfer between the local cache and global memory.
A cache block is uniquely identified by its tag (e.g., the tag
of a 4KB cache block is the highest 52 bits of its address).
There are three components in a memory node: (i) application
threads execute application logic and access global memory
via linearizable write/read interfaces, which interact with the
local cache; (ii) the home agent manages part of the global
memory space within its node; (iii) the cache agent performs
invalidation and data transfers for data that is cached on its
memory node.
Switch. In addition to routing normal packets using standard
L2/L3 protocols, the switch is responsible for executing part
of the cache coherence protocol (e.g., serializing and multicasting requests) via the lock-check-forward (LCF) pipeline.
Shadow node. The shadow node helps migrate the ownership of cache blocks between the switch and home agents by
recording coherence traffic of cache blocks.
As in other coherence protocols, each cache block may
be in one of three states, depending on how it is cached and
whether it is shared: Unshared (no node has it in the local
cache), Shared (some nodes share it with read permission),
and Modified (one node caches an exclusive copy with write
permission). This state is reflected in the cache block’s global
status. The copyset is the set of nodes that hold the corre-
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write(C, D2)
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C: <Shared, {1,2,3}>

C: <D1, dirty=0>

C: <D1, dirty=0>

 WRITE-SHARED(C)
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C: <Shared, {1,2,3}>

WRITE-SHARED(C, Shared, {1,2,3})

Time
 C: <invalid=1>

C: <D2, dirty=1>

Next write/read

Node 3
C: <D1, dirty=0>

 C: <invalid=1>

 ACK(WRITE-SHARED, C, Shared, {1,2,3})
WRITE-UNLOCK(C, Modified, {1})
 C: <Modified, {1}>
ACK

Figure 4: An Example of F LOW CC. An application thread (i.e.,
requester) in node 1 writes cache block C with data D2.

sponding cache block. We denote the global status and copyset of a cache block as its global metadata. Owners manage
the coherence for a cache block, and store its global metadata.
Ownership (and global metadata) can be migrated between
the home node’s home agent and the switch, depending on
how actively the cache block is shared.

4.1

Key Ideas

1) Separating data and control planes. In C ONCORDIA, the
switch only does what it is proficient at, i.e., routing packets
as the data plane; it multicasts cache coherence requests and
serializes conflicting ones via in-network locks (locking can
be regarded as controlling route paths of conflicting requests).
In contrast, servers, as control planes, perform state transitions and send corresponding updates to the switch. Such a
separation simplifies the data plane design of the switch to
overcome its restricted expressive power (§5.1).
2) Unifying switch- and server-based coherence processing. Due to the limited on-chip memory capacity of the
switch, C ONCORDIA lets the switch only manage the coherence of hot data, and resorts to servers for processing the cold
data. According to the coherence traffic that a cache block
induces, C ONCORDIA dynamically migrates its ownership
between servers and the switch (§5.2).
3) Minimizing the number of modifications to switch
state. For every operation that modifies switch state, i.e.,
the values stored in the switch’s register arrays, we must deal
with the corresponding case of packet loss, at the cost of
consuming precious hardware resources of the switch and
complicating the system design. Thus, we strive to minimize
the number of switch state modifications. Specifically, in each
coherence event, i.e., the process of executing a cache coherence request, the switch only modifies its state twice: À acquiring locks; Á releasing locks and installing new metadata
of the targeted cache block. We make the two modifications
idempotent, to handle packet loss (§5.3).

4.2

Example

We illustrate the overall operation of F LOW CC protocol with
an example, as shown in Figure 4.
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An application thread (i.e., requester) in node 1 issues a
write to cache block C, whose ownership is in the switch.
Since C is already cached by node 1 and is not dirty, the
requester generates a cache coherence request (i.e., WRITE SHARED ) with the tag of C, and sends it to the switch (¶).
After receiving the request, the switch acquires the write
lock for cache block C, to prevent conflicting cache coherence
events (·). Then, it multicasts the request to cache agents in
node 2 and 3, according to the value of the copyset (¸). Of
note, the multicast requests contain the global metadata of C
(i.e., global status Shared and the copyset).
Upon receiving multicast requests, the cache agents in node
2 and 3 invalidate their local cache block copies by marking
them as invalid (¹). Then they send ACKs, which contain
the global metadata of cache block C, to the requester (º).
The requester waits for ACKs from the other cache agents
that are indicated in the copyset of ACKs (i.e., {2, 3}). Once
all ACKs are received, the requester installs new data into its
local cache and marks it as dirty (»). At this time, the cache
block C is in a coherent state in C ONCORDIA. Finally, the
requester sends an asynchronous unlock request to the switch
(¼), to allow concurrent or subsequent coherence requests
targeting the same cache block to make progress. This unlock
request contains new global metadata of the cache block. The
switch releases the corresponding lock, and uses information
in the unlock request to install new global metadata (½).
Overall, this cache coherence request is processed in only
a single round-trip (compared with directory-based protocols,
note that unlock is asynchronous) with much less network
traffic (compared with snoop protocols, note that requests are
only multicast to memory nodes that hold data copies).
The example above can experience a host of undesirable
situations, for which we elaborate our solutions in §5. These
situations include: (i) the lock is occupied; (ii) the request is
invalid when entering the switch’s pipeline; (iii) the ownership
is not in the switch; (iv) a network packet is dropped.

5

C ONCORDIA Design In Depth

In this section, we first describe F LOW CC protocol (§5.1).
Next, we detail how C ONCORDIA migrates ownership (§5.2)
and handles packet loss (§5.3). Finally, we discuss practical
issues of C ONCORDIA (§5.4).

5.1

F LOW CC Protocol

At the core of C ONCORDIA is F LOW CC, a write-invalidate
protocol, which divides coherence responsibility between the
switch and servers. The switch serializes conflicting requests
and multicasts them to correct home/cache agents via the
lock-check-forward (LCF) pipeline. Servers perform state
transitions and update the switch data plane.
5.1.1

Protocol Details

In F LOW CC, a cache coherence event is handled collaboratively by switches and servers in the following four phases:
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Field
type
tag
node id
global status
copyset
is data provider
is in switch

Match Key
pkt.type
READ - MISS
WRITE - MISS
WRITE - SHARED
EVICT- SHARED

Meaning
type of the cache coherence request
tag of the requested cache block
node id of the requester
global status of the requested cache block
the set of nodes that hold the cache block
whether the receiver is the data provider
whether the switch manages the coherence

EVICT- MODIFIED

TAG
0x1b
0x23
0x67
…

LOCK
hit
…

G_STATUS

Unshared
Modified
Shared
…

COPYSET
{}
get lock Check pass Forward packets out
{1}
Table
Table
{0, 1, 4}
…

Figure 5: Lock-check-forward Pipeline. The three arrays in the
dashed box belong to the same stage; the orange lock is a read lock,
and the red one is a write lock. The switch just finished the lock
phase of two READ - MISS requests to the cache block with 0x1b tag.

ä Request Generation
Application threads (i.e., requesters) access global memory
by issuing write/read operations to the local cache, and generate cache coherence requests in case of cache miss and cache
eviction. Table 1 shows the packet format of requests. There
are five types of cache coherence requests (i.e., type field):
ÀÁ WRITE - MISS/READ - MISS for cache miss, ÂWRITE SHARED when issuing a write operation to a clean cache
block, ÃÄEVICT- MODIFIED/EVICT- SHARED when evicting
a dirty/clean cache block. The tag and node id fields identify the requested cache block and the node of the requester,
respectively. The last four fields are filled by the switch.
ä Lock-check-forward Pipeline
In the LCF pipeline, we store a reader-writer lock and global
metadata for each cache block. By leveraging this state, the
LCF pipeline serializes conflicting requests and multicasts
them to destinations.
On-chip state storage. Figure 5 shows the LCF pipeline,
which consists of four register arrays and two match-action
tables. The TAG array is a hash table that stores the tag of
cache blocks by using 64-bit slots. The LOCK array contains
16-bit reader-writer locks; for each lock, the most significant
bit indicates a writer, and the other 15 bits count the number
of readers (i.e., 215 concurrent readers at most). Lock and
unlock operations are supported by conditional update of
the register array. The G-STATUS array records the global
status of cache blocks with 8-bit slots. The COPYSET array
maintains cache block copysets by using a bitmap structure.
The last three register arrays are placed in the same stage, so
they can be manipulated together in an atomic manner (P1 in
§2.2). The check table verifies the validity of cache coherence
requests. The forward table routes requests to the correct
cache/home agents.
Request processing. The LCF pipeline processes a request in
three steps: (i) lock the requested cache block for concurrency
control. (ii) check the request’s validity. (iii) forward the
request to its final destinations.
When a request enters the LCF pipeline, the switch first
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check succ ← pkt.node id < pkt.copyset
check succ ← pkt.node id ∈ pkt.copyset
∧ pkt.global status == Shared
check succ ← pkt.node id ∈ pkt.copyset
∧ pkt.global status == Modified

Table 2: Check Table. If the check succ is true (i.e., the request is
valid), the switch passes the request to the forward table; otherwise,
the switch releases the lock and sends a failed ACK to the requester.

Table 1: Packet Format.
packet in

Action

Match Key
(pkt.type, pkt.global status)
(READ - MISS, Unshared)
(WRITE - MISS, Unshared)
(READ - MISS, Modified)
(WRITE - MISS, Modified)
(READ - MISS, Shared)

(WRITE - MISS, Shared)
(WRITE - SHARED, Shared)
(EVICT- SHARED, Shared)
(EVICT- MODIFIED, Modified)

Action
forward to the request’s home
agent
forward to the cache agent
in pkt.copyset
select a cache agent in
pkt.copyset as the data
provider, and forward to it
multicast to cache agents in
pkt.copyset, select a cache
agent as the data provider
multicast to cache agents in
pkt.copyset except pkt.node id 4
return to the requester

Table 3: Forward Table. Requests multicast/forwarded to cache
agents (except for READ - MISS requests) indicate invalidation.

hashes the tag field of the request into an index number, and
then uses the index number to search the TAG array for the
tag (i.e., check if TAG [hash(tag)] equals tag). On failure, the
switch forwards the request to its home agent 3 and sets the
is in switch field to false. After finding the tag, the switch
tries to acquire the read lock if the request is READ - MISS;
otherwise, acquires the write lock. Note that we protect
EVICT- SHARED with write locks, since two concurrent EVICTSHARED requests to the same cache block may cause different
state transitions (detailed later, see Figure 6). In parallel, the
corresponding global metadata (i.e., values in G-STATUS and
COPYSET array) is filled into the request. The switch returns a
failed ACK to the requester when failing to acquire the lock.
Once the switch acquires the lock successfully, it passes
the request to the check table (shown in Table 2), to filter out
invalid requests caused by concurrent events. Let us consider
an example of invalid requests: immediately after a requester
issues a WRITE - SHARED request W for cache block A, the
cache agent in the same node invalidates A; it is possible
that, due to W being delayed by OS scheduler or network,
the global status of A is no longer Shared or the requester
no longer holds A when W enters the LCF pipeline. Thus, to
ensure that only valid requests are forwarded to destination
nodes, the switch checks the global status and copyset in the
request. If the check fails, the switch resubmits the request
to release the acquired lock, and then sends a failed ACK to
the requester. Compared with server-based mechanisms, such
3 For simplicity, we denote the home agent of a request or a cache block
as the home agent that resides in the requested cache block’s home node.
4 If copyset only contains the requester, the switch returns an ACK.
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READ_MISS/EVICT_SHARED
EVICT_SHARED

Unshared

EVICT_MODIFIED READ_MISS
WRITE_MISS

Shared

READ_MISS

WRITE_MISS/
WRITE_SHARED

Modified
WRITE_MISS

Figure 6: State Transitions of Global Status. Requesters generate
global status according to this diagram, and piggyback it on unlock
requests. When evicting a clean cache block (i.e., EVICT- SHARED),
the global status changes from Shared to Unshared if the copyset is
empty; otherwise, the global status remains unchanged.

an in-network check reduces the load of servers (checking
validity of requests and sending failed ACKs).
If the request passes the check table successfully, the forward table (see Table 3) sends it to its final destinations according to the (type, global status) pair. Specifically, there are
three cases: (i) If no copy of the requested cache block exists,
i.e., global status is Unshared, the switch routes the request
to its home agent for fetching data in global memory. (ii) If
cache block copies need to be invalidated, the switch multicasts the request to the cache agents in the copyset. (iii) For an
eviction request, the switch returns it to the requester directly,
since the corresponding lock has been acquired.
To support efficient cache-to-cache data transfer, we adopt
an in-network selection mechanism. For READ - MISS/WRITE MISS requests, if shared nodes exist (i.e., copyset is not
empty), the switch selects a cache block data provider among
them using a load balancing strategy and sets is data provider
field in the corresponding request. The current load balancing
strategy is to randomly choose a data provider from shared
nodes; compared with other complex strategies, the random
selection does not consume any precious on-chip memory.
ä Invalidation and Data Transfer
Cache agent. Upon receiving the request, the cache agent invalidates corresponding cache block for WRITE - MISS/WRITE SHARED . Then, the cache agent sends an ACK to the requester. If the cache agent is a data provider, it also transfers
cache block data.
Home agent. Upon receiving a request, if is in switch field
is true, the home agent replies to the requester with an ACK,
which contains the corresponding cache block data from
global memory. The remaining cases, i.e., the switch does not
own the ownership of the requested cache block, are discussed
in §5.2.
Note that all ACKs from cache/home agents carry the
global metadata of the requested cache block, so as to help
requesters reach coherence.
ä Requester-driven Coherence Control
The requester waits for ACKs from home/cache agents, and
then performs state transitions and updates the switch data
plane. Specifically, upon receiving a failed ACK, the requester
retries the read/write operation. Otherwise, the requester
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waits for all ACKs needed for reaching coherence. Then, for
READ - MISS / WRITE - MISS , the requester installs cache block
data; for EVICT- MODIFIED, it writes back the cache block
data to the home node. After that, the requester generates
new global metadata (i.e., copyset and global status): the
new copyset is (i) {id} for WRITE - MISS/WRITE - SHARED
or (ii) csold + {id} for READ - MISS or (iii) csold − {id} for
eviction requests, where csold is the copyset in the ACKs
and id is the node id of the requester. The new global status
is generated according to the state transitions diagram in
Figure 6. Finally, the requester sends an unlock request to the
switch, with the new global metadata. The unlock request is
asynchronous, enabling the requester to execute subsequent
read/write operations immediately.
On receiving an unlock request, the switch releases the
lock (i.e., modifies the LOCK array), and updates the global
metadata (i.e., values in G-STATUS and COPYSET arrays). For
read lock release, the new value in the COPYSET array is the
union of the old one and the copyset field in the unlock request,
considering maybe there are concurrent READ - MISS requests.
Atomicity property (P1 in §2.2) guarantees the atomicity of
update to these three arrays, since they are in the same stage.
5.1.2

Correctness

F LOW CC is based on the state transitions of classic MSI
protocols. Compared with directory-based MSI protocols,
it has two main changes: À leveraging in-switch locks to
serialize conflicting requests; Á leveraging the switch to
multicast invalidation messages. Here, we prove F LOW CC is
correct by proving the following two invariants are correct [27,
50]. We assume all messages are reliable (§5.3 describes how
C ONCORDIA handles packet loss).
I NVARIANT 1. Exactly one writer can update a memory
location at a time (Single-Writer-Multiple-Readers Invariant).
P ROOF. Before getting the write permission of a cache block,
a thread must acquire the in-switch write lock and revoke the
write/read permission of other servers via invalidation; thus,
only one thread can write a cache block at any time.
I NVARIANT 2. If a cache block is valid, it must hold the
most recent value updated by writers (Data-Value Invariant).
P ROOF. On write requests, the switch invalidates all the
copies by multicasting messages and only the requester owns
the most recent data at the end; on read requests, the most
recent data is populated into the requester’s local cache. Thus,
any operations manipulate the latest data.

5.2

Ownership Migration

To overcome limited on-chip memory capacity in the switch,
C ONCORDIA explicitly limits the number of cache blocks
that the switch manages coherence for, using an ownership
migration mechanism. Specifically, C ONCORDIA migrates
ownership between home agents and the switch dynamically:
if a cache block has heavy coherence traffic, its home agent
migrates its ownership to the switch. Similarly, if a cache
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block only induces light coherence traffic, its ownership is
migrated in the opposite direction.
Home agents handle cache coherence requests for cache
blocks they manage (the is in switch field in these requests
is false). Specifically, home agents process cache coherence
requests in the same way as the LCF pipeline of the switch:
they store global metadata for multicast and use reader-writer
locks to serialize conflicting requests.
5.2.1

Migration Requests

We design two type of requests for ownership migration.
• ADD - TO - SWITCH. When a home agent needs to migrate
the ownership of a cache block to the switch, it acquires
the write lock for the cache block (to prevent conflicting requests), and then sends an ADD - TO - SWITCH request to the
switch. The request consists of the cache block’s tag, global
status and copyset. The switch inserts these three values into
TAG , G-STATUS , and COPYSET array, respectively. Ordering
property P2 (in §2.2) ensures other requests will see all the
updates or none. The home agent releases the lock after receiving an ACK from the switch.
• REMOVE - FROM - SWITCH. When a home agent is informed by the shadow node to migrate the ownership of a
cache block from the switch to itself (see §5.2.2), it sends a
REMOVE - FROM - SWITCH request to the switch with the tag
of the cache block. Upon receiving the request, the switch
acquires the cache block’s write lock in the LOCK array. On
success, the switch resubmits the request. When receiving the
resubmitted request, the switch clears the tag in the TAG array;
then, it releases the lock and sends an ACK with up-to-date
global status and copyset (i.e., global metadata) to the home
agent. The home agent stores these two values locally.
5.2.2

Migration Workflow

Figure 7 shows the ownership migration of a cache block.
Home agents ß Switch. Home agents identify hot cache
blocks managed by themselves and migrate their ownership
to the switch. We divide time into continuous epochs (e.g.,
10ms), and each home agent records the hotness of cache
blocks in the current epoch. If a cache coherence request
needs to be multicast to n cache agents, the hotness of corresponding cache block is incremented by n. At the end of an
epoch, the home agent migrates the top-k (e.g., 1000) hottest
cache blocks to the switch by issuing ADD - TO - SWITCH.
Switch ß Home agents. We introduce a shadow node to collect hotness statistics for cache blocks managed by the switch.
The shadow node duplicates the switch’s TAG array into its
in-memory array called SHADOW-TAG . Cache agents record
the number of invalidations for cache blocks managed by the
switch, and report their statistics to the shadow node at the
end of each epoch. The shadow node applies these statistics
to SHADOW-TAG . The shadow node scans the SHADOW-TAG
array periodically to remove the coldest cache blocks by informing home agents to issue REMOVE - FROM - SWITCH for
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Figure 7: Ownership Migration of a Cache Block. INV means
invalidation messages; the migration is performed by home agents.

these cache blocks.
Handling collisions. Since the switch manages the TAG array as a hash table (recall §5.1.1), the candidate locations
of an ADD - TO - SWITCH operation may be occupied by other
cache blocks (i.e., hash collisions). In such a case, the switch
returns a failed ACK to the home agent that issues the ADD TO - SWITCH; the home agent will retry the ADD - TO - SWITCH
at the next epoch (if the corresponding cache block is still hot).
The switch copies the ACK of every ADD - TO - SWITCH to the
shadow node: if the ACK indicates success, the shadow node
adds the corresponding tag into the SHADOW-TAG ; otherwise,
it removes the coldest cache block in the conflicting locations.
By leveraging the centralized shadow node to handle collisions, C ONCORDIA can ensure that though each home agent
independently chooses its hottest cache blocks, the switch
can manage the globally hottest cache blocks.

5.3

Packet Loss Handling

In the F LOW CC protocol, the switch is stateful due to storing
locks and global metadata; thus, traditional end-to-end mechanisms, e.g., TCP retransmission, can not handle packet loss
correctly. We make operations both in servers and the switch
idempotent, to address this problem5 .
5.3.1

Server Idempotence

We use sequence numbers to guarantee idempotence of server
operations [40]. Each requester assigns a unique requesterlocal sequence number for a cache coherence event; all requests (i.e., cache coherence requests and unlock requests)
in the cache coherence event contain the sequence number.
Sequence numbers are allocated in increasing integer order.
On suspecting a lost request via timeout, the requester retransmits it. We set the timeout value of cache coherence requests
to 6 RTTs (round-trip times) and unlock requests to 3 RTTs.
Each home/cache agent maintains a LAST-EXECUTED table,
which records the largest sequence number ever received from
each requester. When a home/cache agent receives a cache
coherence request, it compares the request’s sequence number
with the corresponding value in the LAST-EXECUTED table. If
the request’s sequence number is larger, the home/cache agent
executes the request, updates the LAST-EXECUTED table, and
responds. If the request’s sequence number is lower, the
request is ignored. If the two are the same, the home/cache
agent sends an ACK without modifying any state.
5 For space reasons, in this subsection (§5.3), we only present how to
handle packet loss in the F LOW CC protocol. We use the same mechanism
for the ownership migration.
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Figure 8: Idempotent Lock/Unlock Operations. The boxes on the
top show packets with only the relevant details (seq: sequence number). LK is the LOCK array, and SB is the SCOREBOARD array, and
LU is the LAST-UNLOCK array. Each 16-bit reader-writer lock in
LOCK has the form x:y, where x is most significant bit marking the
writer and y is the other 15 bits counting the number of readers. (a)
Initialization state. (b) A requester issues a READ - MISS. The switch
acquires the read lock by increasing the reader counter, and then
increases the requester’s lock score. Unfortunately, the READ - MISS
is dropped after leaving the switch pipeline. (c) Upon timeout, the
requester re-sends the READ - MISS with the same sequence number. After updating the LOCK and SCOREBOARD arrays, since the
lock score is more than 0, the switch thinks the lock is acquired
successfully. (d) The switch handles an unlock request.

5.3.2

Switch Idempotence

Since modifications to the TAG , G-STATUS , and COPYSET arrays in the switch are already idempotent, we only need to
make lock and unlock operations idempotent. We introduce
a SCOREBOARD array and a LAST-UNLOCK array to solve this
problem, at the cost of slight on-chip memory usage.
The SCOREBOARD array is in the LCF pipeline and is placed
before the check table to make lock operations idempotent.
For each requester, it records a lock score, which refers to
the number of successful lock acquisitions. When the switch
processes a cache coherence request and manages to acquire
the lock, the requester’s lock score is incremented. The switch
passes the request to the subsequent check table only if the
lock score is greater than 0. For read lock operations, the lock
score may be greater than 1 due to retransmitted requests;
Figures 8(a)-(c) show an example of such a case.
The LAST-UNLOCK array is placed before the LCF pipeline
to make unlock operations idempotent. For each requester,
it records the largest sequence number of executed unlock
requests, to avoid repeated execution of the same unlock request. When receiving an unlock request, the switch reads
the requester’s lock score (¶ in Figure 8(d)), and then resubmits the request with the lock score (·). If the sequence
number in the resubmitted request is larger than the value
in the LAST-UNLOCK , the switch updates the LAST-UNLOCK
array (¸) and executes the unlock operation (¹). For a read
unlock operation, the switch subtracts lock score from the
reader counter field of the reader-writer lock. Finally, the
requester’s value in the SCOREBOARD is reset (º).
Using only one lock score for a requester disables asynchronous unlock requests, since we cannot allow requests
in two cache coherence events to manipulate the same lock
score concurrently. Thus, to enable asynchronous unlock
requests, each requester is associated with two lock scores
in SCOREBOARD array: one for requests with odd sequence
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numbers, the other for even ones. Before issuing an unlock
request, a requester must ensure that it has received the ACK
of the unlock request in the last cache coherence event.

5.4

Practical Issues

Scalability. We focus on rack-scale DSMs in this paper,
following the growing tread towards rack-scale computers,
which have the potential as building blocks for datacenters
(e.g., Microsoft Rack-scale computers [9], Facebook OpenRack [3], Intel RSD [7]). By packing many servers into
the same rack, a rack-scale computer can provide extremely
high network bandwidth and low communication latency, to
efficiently support various data-intensive applications (e.g.,
parameter servers [48]). C ONCORDIA abstracts a rack into
one giant machine with massive cache-coherent shared memory, easing the programming on rack-scale computers.
Within a rack, C ONCORDIA is capable of scaling well. In
our F LOW CC protocol, the most difficult tasks to scale (i.e.,
concurrency control and multicast) are offloaded to the switch;
during a cache coherence event, involved home/cache agents
only process constant-time tasks (independent of cluster size).
The switch can process several billion packets per second,
which is enough to handle coherence traffic within a rack.
If C ONCORDIA spans multiple racks, each ToR switch will
execute the LCF pipeline for home nodes that reside in its
rack. Yet, there are several challenges that we must address.
À It is impractical to use a bitmap to encode the copyset
as we do now, considering the number of servers in largescale clusters; we need to design a more compact copyset
format like coarse vectors [31]. Á To avoid cache invalidation
storms in a large scale, a weaker memory consistency level
(e.g., acquire-release consistency [61]) may be needed. A full
exploration is our future work.
Crash safety. We handle failures of different components.
• Switch. If a switch fails, operators can replace it with a
backup switch [34], but lost global metadata needs to be restored. Here, we mark the set of cache blocks managed by
the crashed switch as S. After all application threads abort
their ongoing write/read operations, the system enters into
a recovery process: À Every cache agent gathers the local
states (i.e., dirty bit) of cache blocks that are in both S and
its cache, and then sends them to corresponding home agents.
Á By analyzing replies, home agents reconstruct the global
metadata of S; now, the ownership of S is transferred to home
agents safely. Â Finally, the shadow node clears its SHADOW–
TAG . Leveraging the information stored in the shadow node
may accelerate recovery, and we leave it for future work.
• Memory nodes. We rely on applications atop C ONCORDIA
to mask failures of memory nodes, instead of implementing
an internal fault-tolerance mechanism. Take the three applications in our evaluation (§7) as examples: (i) In-memory key–
value stores are typically used to cache frequently accessed
data of back-end databases [52]. Hence, we recover lost data
from back-end databases. (ii) Transaction processing systems
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can record transaction logs to remote servers [36, 63], to tolerate failures of memory nodes. (iii) For a graph computation
engine, the most common way to achieve fault-tolerance is
checkpointing [29, 51].
When a memory node fails but does not release locks, conflicting requests from other nodes cannot proceed. We adopt
a conservative “stop-the-world” mechanism to address this
problem: once notified that there is a failed memory node,
all application threads in C ONCORDIA drain their ongoing
write/read operations, then halt. Next, all the locks in C ON CORDIA are released safely. After that, the system continues
to run. Using more flexible mechanisms, e.g., leasing [30],
will consume extra on-chip memory and complicate the design of the switch data plane; we leave it as our future work.
• Shadow node. When the serving shadow node crashes, we
designate a new shadow node among backups with the help
of ZooKeeper [32]. The new shadow node reconstructs the
SHADOW-TAG by reading the TAG array of the switch.

memory resources in a single stage of the ingress pipeline
are limited, we scatter the values of TAG , LOCK , G-STATUS ,
and COPYSET arrays across 10 stages, forming set-associative
structures. Thus, a cache block has multiple candidate locations in different stages: if the hash value of its tag is k, its tag
and global metadata can be stored in the kth items of arrays
in any stage. Our current implementation can manage 375K
cache blocks (i.e., about 1.5GB cache data) in the switch,
consuming about 6MB on-chip memory.
Synchronization primitive. We expose per-cache-block
reader-writer locks in the F LOW CC protocol as a synchronization primitive (i.e., rwlock) to applications.
Global memory allocation. We use a two-level approach to
allocate global memory for applications [60]. Application
threads select a memory node and send allocation requests
to its home agent. The home agent returns a huge free chunk
(i.e., 32MB). Then application threads perform allocation
locally in a fine-grained way, to reduce remote access.

6

7

Implementation

We implement a prototype of C ONCORDIA in approximately
7600 lines of C++ and 1500 lines of P4 [17]. Like TreadMarks [15] and GAM [20], C ONCORDIA is a user-space DSM
system. Applications are linked to the C ONCORDIA library
and call the read/write interface. In each memory node, the
cache agent and home agent run on two different background
threads by default, but it is easy to scale up them.
Network. We use RoCE (RDMA over Converged Ethernet) to enable high-performance network communication.
All the cache block data is sent via RDMA WRITE verbs
over Reliable Connected (RC) mode to avoid data copying.
Other packets (e.g., cache coherence requests) use RDMA
Raw Packets [10]; we fill a UDP header and use a reserved
source port for these packets. The switch executes F LOW CC
for these packets, and sets the UDP destination port to the
queue pair number (qpn) of the targeted queue pair. Each
Raw Packet queue pair registers a steering rule to intercept
the packets received by the NIC whose source port equals
reserved port and destination port equals its qpn.
Cache. The cache in each memory node is organized into a
bucket-based hash table. When looking up a cache block, we
hash its tag into a bucket, which contains a certain number
of entries (e.g., 8). Each entry records a cache block’s local
metadata, including dirty bit, tag, timestamp and a pointer
to the cache block data. We record the current time into the
timestamp field when accessing a cache block, and employ an
LRU policy for cache eviction. By default, the cache block
size is 4KB, which achieves a good balance between network
bandwidth and latency in the high-speed RDMA environment.
Switch data plane. The switch data plane is written in P4
and is compiled to Barefoot Tofino ASIC [2]. The COPYSET
array is comprised of 32-bit slots, since our ToR switch owns
32 ports. We use one ingress pipeline to process the cache
coherence traffic by realizing our LCF pipeline. Since the
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Evaluation

This section presents the performance evaluation of C ONCOR DIA with a set of micro benchmarks and three applications.
All experiments are conducted on a cluster of 8 machines,
each with two 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 2.20GHz CPUs,
128GB DRAM, and one 100Gbps Mellanox ConnectX-5 network adapter. A 3.3Tbps Barefoot Tofino switch (32 ports)
connects all of the machines. All machines run the CentOS
7.4.1708 distribution and the 3.10.0 Linux kernel.

7.1

Systems in Comparison

We compare C ONCORDIA with two state-of-the-art DSMs:
Grappa. Grappa [6, 51] is a DSM without a cache for dataintensive applications. Instead of fetching data to computation, Grappa ships computation to data via delegate operations.
Message transmission in Grappa is done purely in user-mode
using MPI, which in turn uses RDMA verbs.
GAM. GAM [5, 20] is a recent DSM that implements a
directory-based cache coherence protocol over RDMA. In
addition to application threads, GAM uses two background
threads to handle cache coherence events by default. We
disable GAM’s logging scheme for a fair comparison.

7.2

Micro Benchmarks

In micro benchmarks, we launch a four-thread process in each
memory node to generate mixed read-write workloads. Each
operation in workloads accesses an 8-byte object in the global
memory, which is the same as in GAM [20]. The working
set of these micro benchmarks is 8GB, and the cache size
is 1GB. The access pattern of the workloads is controlled
via three parameters: read ratio, data locality, and sharing
ratio. The read ratio is the percentage of read operations. The
data locality is the probability of an operation accessing the
same cache block as the previous one. The sharing ratio is
the percentage of operations that access data shared across
all nodes, and the shared data is about 250MB. We run all
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Figure 10: Communication Reduction from LCF Pipeline. The
figure shows the number of packets received/sent by home agents.

the micro benchmarks on 8 nodes. By default, the read ratio
is 50% and the data locality is 0%. The baseline version
of C ONCORDIA (i.e., C ONCORDIA-base), in which servers
manage ownership of all cache blocks, is also evaluated.
7.2.1

Sharing Ratio

Figure 9 presents the results with various sharing ratio. Because the operations are very small (i.e., 8 bytes read/write),
which induces too many remote delegation operations and
worker scheduling events in Grappa, Grappa’s throughput is
far lower than other systems.
When the sharing ratio is 0%, i.e., no cache coherence
traffic, GAM has higher throughput than C ONCORDIA and
C ONCORDIA-base. This is because the cache in GAM is a
fully associative mapping structure, which causes fewer cache
block evictions than the set-associative cache of C ONCORDIA.
As the sharing ratio becomes higher, the introduced cache
coherence traffic becomes severe, which causes performance
degradation of all the DSMs. The throughput of GAM is
reduced by 17× when the sharing ratio increases from 0%
to 100%. However, C ONCORDIA-base’s throughput is only
reduced by 3.8× even with considerable coherence traffic
(i.e., 100% sharing ratio), and it outperforms GAM by 1.25×
to 3.5× when shared data access exists. The reason is that
C ONCORDIA-base offloads home node tasks such as invalidation aggregation to the requesters, thus reducing the load on
home nodes. C ONCORDIA outperforms C ONCORDIA-base
by 1.3× to 1.48× when sharing ratio is larger than 20%. This
is mainly because our in-network protocol takes home nodes
off the critical path of cache coherence as well as reduces
network hops and coordination, leveraging the extremely high
processing power of the switch.
To quantitatively understand the effect of the LCF pipeline,
we collect the number of packets sent and received by all
home agents in C ONCORDIA and C ONCORDIA-base, as
shown in Figure 10. When the sharing ratio grows, the number of packets sent and received by C ONCORDIA-base’s home
agents increases dramatically due to increased coherence traffic. However, owing to the help of the LCF pipeline, home
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agents in C ONCORDIA send and receive a steady number
of packets, regardless of the sharing ratio. Such a result indicates that the LCF pipeline effectively mitigates load for
home agents and reduces coordination between servers, which
ensures C ONCORDIA’s performance gain over C ONCORDIAbase. Of note, though C ONCORDIA reduces transferred packets significantly (up to 4.8×), it improves throughput by up
to 1.48× (Figure 9). This is because part of the accesses are
served by the local cache (39% in case of 100% sharing ratio)
and do not incur coherence traffic; these local accesses cannot
benefit from the LCF pipeline.
7.2.2

Read Ratio

This experiment studies how the read ratio affects the performance. Figure 11 shows the results. When the read ratio is
lower than 50%, the throughput of these four DSMs is stable
regardless of read ratio, since the performance of systems
except Grappa is bottlenecked by coherence traffic. C ONCOR DIA outperforms C ONCORDIA -base by 1.22× and GAM by
3.5× to 3.9× in case of light data sharing (i.e., 20% sharing
ratio) and outperforms C ONCORDIA-base by 1.48× to 1.5×
and GAM by 4.5× to 5.1× in case of heavy data sharing (i.e.,
60% sharing ratio). C ONCORDIA performs better because the
F LOW CC protocol accelerates coherence processing.
The throughput of GAM, C ONCORDIA-base, and C ON CORDIA grows as the read ratio increases from 50% to 100%,
since the coherence traffic becomes light. More specifically,
À GAM outperforms C ONCORDIA in case of 100% read ratio
and 20% sharing ratio. This is because no coherence traffic exists and GAM triggers fewer cache eviction events than C ON CORDIA. Á With 100% read ratio and 60% sharing ratio, the
throughputs of GAM and C ONCORDIA/C ONCORDIA-base
are 16Mops and 60Mops, respectively, which we do not plot
in the figure to avoid obscuring other results. This is because
(i) there is almost no cache eviction, and (ii) C ONCORDIA’s
cache structure is optimized for fast access, but GAM needs
to acquire/release four locks and maintain LRU lists when
accessing a cache block, which severely stalls CPU pipeline
even without data race.
7.2.3

Data Locality

Figure 12 investigates how data locality affects the throughput
of these systems. With higher data locality, the performance
of C ONCORDIA and GAM improves substantially as a result
of the cache. On the contrary, since Grappa does not use a
cache, it can not benefit from the locality. We do not plot
results when the locality is 100% because the corresponding
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values are too high: 23Mops for GAM and 133Mops for
C ONCORDIA and C ONCORDIA-base, which would obscure
other results. This is because C ONCORDIA’s cache structure
is much faster, as stated in §7.2.2.
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Figure 15: Performance of TPC-C Benchmark.

Here, we evaluate how C ONCORDIA handles a switch failure. We set the sharing ratio to 60%. Figure 13 shows the
total throughput over time. At time 20 s, we stop the switch
by killing its daemon process, and then reactivate it; since
the switch cannot route packets, the throughput immediately
drops to 0. After initialization of the switch ASIC and drivers
(about 16 seconds), the switch is up and can route packets.
Then, C ONCORDIA recovers the global metadata of cache
blocks managed by the previous switch instance, consuming
about 1.9 seconds; after this step, C ONCORDIA can continue
to run its workloads. Finally, C ONCORDIA migrates the ownership of shared cache blocks to the switch (1.5 seconds), and
the throughput reaches a stable peak.

lar objects suffer from hot spots in the presence of skew. The
cache absorbs many GET operations, and thus the throughputs
of GAM and C ONCORDIA are higher than that of Grappa. The
workload with 5% PUT operations causes a small amount of
cache coherence traffic in C ONCORDIA and GAM. However,
GAM is more vulnerable to coherence traffic than C ONCOR DIA , due to its traditional directory-based protocol design,
and its throughput plateaus or even decreases somewhat when
the node count becomes larger. In contrast, C ONCORDIA can
benefit from the cache, while minimizing coherence overhead
with the help of F LOW CC protocol.
For write-intensive workloads, C ONCORDIA outperforms
GAM by 1.2× to 4.2× and Grappa by 2.3× to 2.6×. GAM’s
total throughput drops and is lower than Grappa’s when
adding more nodes because of heavy coherence overhead.
The ownership migration in C ONCORDIA lets the switch manage coherence traffic of the hottest cache blocks in skewed
workloads, which guarantees C ONCORDIA’s scalability.

7.3

7.4

7.2.4

Switch Failure Handling

Distributed Key-Value Store

We build a distributed key-value store atop C ONCORDIA,
which is implemented by a distributed array of buckets across
nodes. A key is hashed to a bucket, and then PUT/GET operations are translated into a series of DSM calls (i.e., write, read,
lock and unlock). GAM has a similar version of key-value
store implementation. For Grappa, each thread maintains part
of the key-value store and handles delegation requests.
We run skewed workloads using a non-uniform key popularity that follows a Zipf distribution of skewness 0.99, which
is the same as YCSB’s [22]. The keyspace size is 64 million,
and we use fixed 8-byte keys and 128-byte values. 95% GET
workloads are read-intensive, and 50% GET workloads are
write-intensive. Each node launches a four-thread process to
generate workloads. The cache size is 2GB. Figure 14 shows
the results with varied node counts.
For read-intensive workloads, when there are more than 2
nodes, C ONCORDIA outperforms Grappa by 3.9× to 5× and
GAM by 1.2× to 2.5×. Grappa has the lowest performance
among the three systems, because each PUT/GET operation
needs remote delegation and the nodes serving the most popu-
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Transaction Processing

We port the transaction engine of GAM into C ONCORDIA;
this engine implements two-phase locking for concurrency
control and non-waiting scheme for deadlock prevention. In
this experiment, we use TPC-C [11] to compare the performance of C ONCORDIA against GAM. All tables and indices
are uniformly distributed in the global memory, following
the growing trend towards shared-everything architectures
[64, 66]. We launch 4 threads in each node, and each thread
holds a TPC-C warehouse (i.e., 32 warehouses in total). Each
thread accesses other warehouses with a probability called
the distribution ratio. The cache size is 2GB.
Figure 15(a) shows the throughput of the TPC-C benchmark. Both systems have almost the same throughput when
there is no data sharing. However, C ONCORDIA outperforms
GAM by 1.55× to 2× when different threads access the same
warehouses. This is because C ONCORDIA’s F LOW CC protocol is faster than GAM’s, causing lower transaction execution
time and further reducing transaction aborts due to contention.
Figure 15(b) plots the transaction abort ratio. The abort ratio
of the two systems increases when the distribution ratio gets
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higher, but C ONCORDIA has a much lower abort ratio.

7.5

Distributed Graph Computing

We build a distributed graph processing engine on C ONCOR DIA . Similar to PowerGraph [29], we store graphs using a
vertex-centric representation with random graph partitioning.
For a graph algorithm, each thread executes the gather, apply
and scatter phases on a set of vertices.
We compare C ONCORDIA’s graph engine with Grappa
and PowerGraph using two real datasets: LiveJournal (4M
vertices, 34.7M directed edges) [8] and the latest Twitter
graph (61M vertices, 14B directed edges) [12, 39] . We run
PageRank [54] with C ONCORDIA, PowerGraph, and Grappa
under 4 and 8 node settings, and each node launches 4 threads.
We use PowerGraph’s default threshold criteria, which results
in the same number of iterations for all systems.
Figure 16 shows the total PageRank run time. C ONCORDIA
outperforms Grappa by 1.3× to 2.3× and PowerGraph by
1.8× to 4.4×. This is because, C ONCORDIA’s network stack
takes full advantage of RDMA performance, using WRITE
verbs without any data copying. In addition, C ONCORDIA’s
cache mechanism minimizes the amount of data transferred
across the network.
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Related Work

Distributed Shared Memory. In the past few decades,
many DSMs and cache coherence approaches have been proposed [15, 16, 21, 44, 58, 62]. IVY [44] provides sequential
consistency at the cost of frequent cache invalidations. Other
systems [15,21,58] relax the consistency model or avoid false
sharing to reduce communication overheads. C ONCORDIA
provides strong consistency to ease the programming, while
minimizing coherence overheads.
As recent RDMA technology makes the latency and
throughput of the network approach that of memory, new
DSMs have emerged [20, 25, 47, 51, 61]. FaRM [25, 26, 59]
offers general distributed transactions to global shared memory. Octopus [47] redesigns a distributed file system over a
shared persistent memory pool. Hotpot [61] leverages nonvolatile memory to incorporate both distributed memory and
distributed storage. Different from the above systems, C ON CORDIA focuses on cache coherence and accelerates it by
exploiting new programmable network hardware.
In-Network Computation. Emerging network hardware
like programmable switches poses new opportunities for
in-network computation [49, 55]. NetCache [34] and DistCache [46] propose in-switch caches for load balancing.
NetChain [33] designs a replicated, in-switch key-value store
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for distributed coordination. IncBricks [45] supports caching
in the network using a programmable network middlebox.
These in-network caching or key-value store systems need to
keep data in the network hardware and servers coherent. They
adopt similar server-based mechanisms to solve this problem. For example, in IncBricks, servers record the sharers
list and issue invalidation commands to network accelerators
when clients send SET or DELETE requests. In contrast, C ON CORDIA exploits the programmable network to coordinate
coherence among the cache of servers and only stores the
cache’s metadata in the switch.
The most similar work to ours is Pegasus [43]. Pegasus
replicates the most popular objects to distribute load and leverages switches to track servers that store replicated objects.
When a client issues a read request, the switch routes the
request to a replica by a load-aware scheduling policy. When
a client issues a write request, the switch resets the replica set
to include only one server by a version-based mechanism. Pegasus’s protocol is specialized and simplified for client-server
model systems. In contrast, our F LOW CC protocol is designed for the general cache coherence problem in symmetric
model systems (i.e., DSMs), with complex state transitions
and concurrency control. In addition, C ONCORDIA is a DSM
but Pegasus is an object store.

9

Conclusion

We present C ONCORDIA, a rack-scale DSM with in-network
cache coherence; it divides coherence responsibility between
switches and servers to reduce coherence overhead within
the functionality and resource limit of switches. Specifically, C ONCORDIA incorporates (i) a protocol that leverages
switches to serialize and multicast requests, (ii) a mechanism
that moves the ownership of cache blocks between switches
and servers dynamically, and (iii) a method that makes operations in both servers and switches idempotent. C ONCORDIA
significantly outperforms existing solutions.
We believe that our in-network coherence protocol can also
benefit other systems such as distributed file systems and hardware memory disaggregation. As storage hardware becomes
extremely fast (e.g., non-volatile memory), new distributed
file systems need microsecond-scale coherence for metadata
caching, which can be provided by our in-network coherence
protocol. Our in-network coherence protocol can also enable
compute node caching for shared data in hardware disaggregated memory architectures; such caching is indispensable
for reducing network accesses.
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